
1) Constitution: 
 
Ato Yemane repeatedly gave us different and conflicting excuses for delaying the 
ratified Constitution  stating that the issues like  Border issue, the No War No Peace 
status, the Sanctions,etc..,were some of the excuses he told us; then he made a u-turn 
and told us that Eritrea does NOT have to a Constitution as many nations like England 
do not have one; then PIA told us the ratified Constitution is dead and is working on a 
new one...then you told us recently that there should be a new Constitution that includes 
the young generation, which is 75 % of our current population...etc. 
 
Basic Questions: 
 

a) where are we on the new constitution PIA promised us? 
 

b) Do we need to wait for another generation so as to include that generation in the 
Constitution process? 

 
 
If so, why and how? 
 
Isn't a Constitution is a Guiding Principle so that Citizens, the old, the Young, the 
newborns and the next generation shall abide by to do their obligations so as to have 
their Rights respected.? 
 

a) Related to the Constitution: 
 

a) Economy: 
 

 -Why is the private sector of the economy banned? 

 -Isn't it the back bone of any nation's economy? 

 isn't it aggravating the Youth exodus? 

 ii)Where are we on the current Financial Business? 

 iii)How can people survive with 5K nacfas per month? 

 iv)How can Business people do business with 20K nacfas per month? 
 

b) Education: 

 -Why can't improve the Education System form Bottom to the Top? 

 -Why is Private education System banned? 

 -Isn't it aggravating the Youth exodus? 
 

c) Judicial System: 
 

 Why can't we improve the Basic Judicial System until the Constitution is 
implemented? 

 
d) Political: 



 

 -What is the Fate of the political prisoners--the G-11 and Journalists included? 

 -What about the prisoners of Conscience--the priests, the teachers, business 
people,etc..? 

 -Why  should  the Families of the imprisoned to be imprisoned, teens and elderly 
included? As  as a revenge? 

 -Why can't the families of the imprisoned allowed to know or visit their jailed families with 

Supervision as needed is security is the issue? 
 


